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1.
The problem
3

Clemson Overview
× ~20,000 bachelors, 3500 masters, 1500 PhD, 5400
×

×

faculty
Carnegie R1 Institution with high research productivity
goals, particularly in the sciences and medicine
× Clemson University School of Health Research
and collaborations with Prisma/GHS/MUSC are
keeping folks busy
The Libraries
× One very busy main library with two small
branches in education and arts/architecture
× 1 health sciences librarian on a team with other
sciences librarians, operating on a liaison model in
the Information & Research Services unit
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2017:
I started at Clemson as the Health Sciences Librarian in
May 2017.
In Fall 2017, 2 professors in different disciplines
assigned systematic reviews as graduate course
assignments.
Around the same time, 3 other faculty
members came to the library looking for help
on systematic reviews, and no one else had
experience working with them....
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2.
The solution

Short term:
3-pronged learning goals
1. Re-educate departmental faculty and colleges
about the systematic review process
2. Educate library employees, particularly in
public-facing positions, so that folks who
wander in looking for help can be directed
appropriately
3. Educate myself beyond the basics so that I
can offer robust consultations
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Long term:
Systematic Review Service
× Pros
×
×
×
×

Meeting a documented need in the university, and
contribute to research productivity and quality
Establish authority over a subject matter that was
previously neglected
Demonstrate benefits of librarians as research
collaborators
Help students who don’t know what they’re getting into

× Cons
×
×
×

Have to do all of the services myself - everyone else is
already stretched to max
Limited resources for training, staffing, outreach, etc.
Still learning the culture of the Libraries/University
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Short term success
University Re-education
×

×

×

Spoke to the
Deans of Research
in the colleges
assigning SRs
Met with profs
who had assigned
reviews to discuss
alternative
structured
assignments
Offered workshop
for responsible
conduct of
research (RCR)
credit on the SR
process

Libraries Education
×

×

×

Offered
workshop to all
I&RS employees
on systematic
reviews and the
role of librarians
Added SR
Knowledge to our
unit-wide
directory of
specialized skills
Did lots of little
things to ensure
that when
someone hears
SR, they know to
pull out my
contact info

Educate Myself
×
×
×
×
×

MLA Systematic
Review Webinar
Series
Books, articles, etc.
MLA special
interest group
Looked at lots of
other library
websites/LibGuides
Reached out to
collaborators at
similar institutions
for insight into their
workflows/roles
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3.
Stages to
launch

Automate wherever
possible
Most consultations stem
Consultation request:
from lack of readily available
× Robust consultation form
information.
× Asks for review
Basic information for
team/question/protocol
beginning stages online
progress/guidelines used
to help ensure that all
× LibGuide
consults are ready to go
× Handouts
before they get to me
× Add SR consult to online
appointment scheduling (not
recommended)
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Defining librarian role
Consult on:
×
×
×
×
×
×

Determining feasibility
of review
Help with stages and
resources in SR
process
Assisting with making
search strategies work
Obtaining articles
Suggesting
organization tips/tools
Journal selection

Coauthor on:
×
×
×

Writing search
strategies
Organizing search
results
Drafting
methodologies section
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Launch: Fall 2018
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4.
Impact

Consultations
× Sept 2017- Sept 2018: 15
unique consultations (+follow
ups)
× Oct 2018-Oct 2019: 19
unique consultations (+follow
ups)
Thanked in acknowledgments of
2 systematic review outputs
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Co-author
3 reviews in progress
1 review completed
2 presentations
1 manuscript under review
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Beyond the
measurable
Demonstrates to library leadership the importance of the
health sciences librarian role
As new faculty, gives the opportunity to develop a new
service and take authority over a subject
Helps the library stay on top of research support services
and act as a peer in research projects
Gratifying to help individuals who thought they were
about to embark on a project without a guide
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5.
Missteps

1. Define parameters for assisting with reviews as co-author
a.

Add stipulations for graduate and undergraduate researchers
working on grade/degree bearing projects

2. Working on the right balance of outreach/publication of
services
3. Re-do internal education outside of my unit, and maybe
for entire unit again to prevent silo-ing and confused
facts
4. Do not hesitate in contacting advisors early if a grad/PhD
student is not quite getting it
5. Document impact better from the get-go
a.

Track repeat questions and stage of process, in order to build better
future instruction

6. Have alternative review types ready to go at every initial
consult
a.

SRs are trendy but many teams balk once they learn the scope of
the project
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6.
Next steps

Outreach
× Add Systematic Review Consultations to new
Library Website...but bury it in Research Support
Services subheading to prevent oversaturation
× Link Systematic Reviews LibGuide to other
relevant guides
× Create flyer or handout about service to
distribute to target audiences
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Instruction
× Re-formulate SR workshop, and partner with the
Office of Research to offer for RCR credit
× Develop workshop on other review types, which
I predict will attract a similar crowd
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7.
Suggested
resources

MLA Systematic Review Webinar Series (Foster and Jewell)
Particularly: “Developing and Managing a Systematic Review Service”
Foster, M. J., & Jewell, S. T. (2017). Assembling the pieces of a systematic review: guide for librarians.
Lanham: Rowman & Littlefield.
●
●
●

Bullers, K., Howard, A. M., Hanson, A., Kearns, W. D., Orriola, J. J., Polo, R. L., & Sakmar, K. A. (2018). It
takes longer than you think: librarian time spent on systematic review tasks. Journal Of The Medical Library
Association: JMLA, 106(2), 198–207.
Hanneke, R. (2018). The hidden benefits of helping students with systematic reviews. Journal Of The
Medical Library Association: JMLA, 106(2), 244–247
Wissinger, C. L. (2018). Is there a place for undergraduate and graduate students in the systematic
review process? Journal Of The Medical Library Association: JMLA, 106(2), 248–250.
Grant, M. J., & Booth, A. (2009). A typology of reviews: an analysis of 14 review types and associated
methodologies. Health Information And Libraries Journal, 26(2), 91–108.
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Thanks!
Questions?
Contact me at:
jmcelfr@clemson.edu
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